In Brief Deng et al. reveal a chromatin ''dynamic plasticity'' explaining how large-scale chromatin domains preserve their overall compaction and shape during DNA replication. DNA is pulled out of condensed chromatin domains into adjacent replication foci; replicates; and then, with increasing chase time, returns into and disperses within these domains.
SUMMARY
In higher eukaryotic interphase nuclei, the 100-to >1,000-fold linear compaction of chromatin is difficult to reconcile with its function as a template for transcription, replication, and repair. It is challenging to imagine how DNA and RNA polymerases with their associated molecular machinery would move along the DNA template without transient decondensation of observed large-scale chromatin ''chromonema'' fibers [1] . Transcription or ''replication factory'' models [2] , in which polymerases remain fixed while DNA is reeled through, are similarly difficult to conceptualize without transient decondensation of these chromonema fibers. Here, we show how a dynamic plasticity of chromatin folding within large-scale chromatin fibers allows DNA replication to take place without significant changes in the global large-scale chromatin compaction or shape of these large-scale chromatin fibers. Time-lapse imaging of lac-operator-tagged chromosome regions shows no major change in the overall compaction of these chromosome regions during their DNA replication. Improved pulse-chase labeling of endogenous interphase chromosomes yields a model in which the global compaction and shape of large-Mbp chromatin domains remains largely invariant during DNA replication, with DNA within these domains undergoing significant movements and redistribution as they move into and then out of adjacent replication foci. In contrast to hierarchical folding models, this dynamic plasticity of large-scale chromatin organization explains how localized changes in DNA topology allow DNA replication to take place without an accompanying global unfolding of large-scale chromatin fibers while suggesting a possible mechanism for maintaining epigenetic programming of large-scale chromatin domains throughout DNA replication.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two very different models have been proposed for DNA replication. ''Replication factory'' models propose that polymerases are immobilized in a nuclear body, while DNA is reeled into and out of these bodies as it is replicated. In early replication factory models, replication foci were interpreted as corresponding to special structures well separated from and independent of the pre-existing interphase chromosome structure (Figure 1A) . The more traditional ''replication-in-place'' model instead proposes that the initiation of DNA replication occurs within the interphase chromosome structure, with DNA replication proceeding through movement of polymerases, together with their associated, very large, multi-protein assemblies, along the DNA template folded within this interphase chromosome structure. In the simplest replication-in-place model, DNA replication foci and incorporation of labeled nucleotides appear within the pre-existing interphase chromosome structure, which maintains its overall conformation before, during, and after DNA replication ( Figure 1B ). In this model, ''replication foci'' simply correspond to PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen) accumulation or nucleotide incorporation over replicating DNA within pre-existing, condensed interphase chromosome structures. Early pulse-labeling experiments revealing compact regions of DNA replication were interpreted as supporting a replication factory model, due to the implicit assumption that interphase chromatin was dispersed and relatively uncondensed [3, 4] . Later pulse-chase experiments supported a DNA replication-in-place model ( Figure 1B ), due to their visualization of condensed chromosome foci that behaved as stable, structural units through the cell cycle [5] [6] [7] [8] . This visualization of stable chromosome foci by pulse-chase replication labeling introduces new constraints with regard to either replication factory or replication-in-place models. If replication factories exist, then they should be located adjacent or within condensed interphase chromosome structures ( Figure 1C ) rather than apart from decondensed chromatin, as envisioned in the original model ( Figure 1A ). In the case of a replication-in-place model, any interphase chromosome structural changes coordinated with DNA replication must preserve the overall structural integrity of these units of chromosome replication before and after replication; for instance, by a transient uncoiling of a hierarchical folded structure prior to DNA replication, replication within this transiently unfolded structure ( Figure 1D ), and then re-coiling of this structure after replication. Distinguishing between replication factory and replicationin-place models is considerably complicated by the high compaction of metazoan interphase chromosomes. In typical mammalian nuclei, most 100-to 200-kb genomic regions appear as a near-diffraction-limited spot by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). This level of compaction is poorly understood, although light and electron microscopy approaches have revealed condensed, linear ''chromonema'' fiber-like segments with diameters of 100 nm and estimated compaction ratios of 1-3 Mbp/mm. These fiber-like structures have been observed even for transcriptionally active chromosome regions [1, [9] [10] [11] .
Although the replication-in-place model was supported by the demonstration of stable, condensed chromosomal foci after pulse-chase labeling, more recent live-cell imaging experiments revealed PCNA foci just several hundred nanometers in diameter marking sites of active DNA replication smaller than those previously described chromosomal units of replication [12] . These PCNA foci could represent special replication factories into which DNA is reeled from adjacent interphase chromosomes for replication ( Figure 1C ). However, they could also simply represent regions of condensed interphase chromosomes actively undergoing DNA replication ( Figure 1D ). Clusters of two to ten replicons (mode 4) are known to replicate synchronously [5] . Each replicon measures 25-325 kb in size (mode, 125 kb). These replicon clusters packaged into large-scale chromatin fibers with 1-3 Mbp/mm compaction levels, therefore, would give rise to structures of a size roughly comparable to that of the observed PCNA foci.
Conspicuously missing from these previous studies has been the simultaneous imaging of a clearly demarcated chromosome region together with PCNA replication foci. Also missing has been the use of pulse-chase labeling conditions of sufficient temporal resolution to determine the spatial relationships between sites of DNA replication, recently replicated DNA, and the interphase chromosome region undergoing DNA replication. Here, we tackle both needs, visualizing GFP-PCNA replication foci relative to a several-megabase-pair labeled chromosome region and establishing pulse-chase conditions producing effective pulse durations much shorter than those used previously.
We used gene amplification of cDNA DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase) transgenes in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells to create large lac-operator/repressor-tagged chromosome regions [13] , choosing the PDC gene-amplified cell clone for further analysis. PDC cells contain large lac-operator-tagged chromosome regions, forming linear chromonema fibers of 120-180 nm in diameter, as demonstrated by both conventional [13] and in vivo immunogold labeling [11] , resembling endogenous chromosome regions [11, [13] [14] [15] . We isolated the PDC clone bA2 stably expressing EGFP-PCNA and mCherrylac repressor. PDC bA2 mitotic chromosome spreads show three distinct amplified chromosome regions ( Figure 1E ), which replicate during the first 4 hr of S phase, as revealed by live-cell microscopy ( Figure 1F ), pulse-chase EdU (5-ethynyl-2 0 -deoxyuridine) labeling of mitotic cells ( Figure 1G ; Figures S1A-S1C), and pulse labeling of interphase nuclei ( Figures  S1D-S1F ). The two smaller regions (loci 2 and 3) begin replication early in S phase, whereas the largest region (locus 1) begins replication 1-2 hr into S phase ( Figure 1G ). This replication timing is consistent with the localization of PCNA foci near the edge of, or within, these PDC chromosome regions in cells with replication patterns [16] typical of early (loci 1-3) to mid-S phase (locus 1) ( Figures 1F and 1I-1K ; Figures S1D-S1F, S2B, and S2D-S2H).
From previous estimations of metaphase chromosome compaction in CHO cells [17] , loci 1 and 2 must be tens of megabase pairs in size ( Figure 1E ). The high compaction of DNA and density of lac operator repeats within these amplified chromosome regions allow us to visualize large chromosome regions as near-contiguous fiber segments of lac repressor staining within interphase nuclei as they undergo DNA replication ( Figure 1F ).
We observed individual replication foci closely associated with PDC chromosome regions over periods of 15-60 min (two to four time points) (data not shown), consistent with the previously reported 30-to 180-min lifetimes of PCNA foci [12] . These replication foci appeared shortly before and during the several hours that the mCherry-LacI signal over these PDC regions doubled in intensity ( Figure 1H; Figures S2A, S2C , and S2I). Thus, three independent methods for determining replication timing-pulse-chase labeling of mitotic spreads, stable association of GFP-PCNA foci, and doubling of mCherry-LacI signal-all show these amplified chromosome regions as replicating during the first half of the S phase. Locus 1 continues replication into the beginning of replication pattern 3 in mid-S phase, as inferred by the stable association of replication foci with this locus during this time (Figures S2G and S2H, 5 hr) and the 1-to 2-hr delays in replication timing, relative to the other loci, demonstrated by the mitotic pulse-chase ( Figure 1G ) and doubling of the mCherry-LacI signal measurements ( Figure S2I ).
Importantly, these PDC chromosome regions typically showed no major, global decondensation in large-scale chromatin structure throughout the periods of S phase in which they replicated (Figures 1H and 1I ; Figures S2A-S2D , S2H, and S2I). Replication foci frequently appeared at the edge of larger segments of largescale chromatin foci or fibers (Figures 1I and 1J; Figures S2B,  S2D , and S2E-S2H), as supported by the skewed distribution of the distance between the PCNA foci centers from the center of the adjacent mCherry-LacI signals ( Figure 1K ). Transient localized extension of large-scale chromatin loci was sometimes observed, but this occurred after DNA replication, as timed by the disappearance of associated PCNA foci and doubling of the mCherry-LacI signal ( Figure S2H , large arrow; Figure S2I , red line). No significant decondensation coinciding with DNA replication was observed, as would be expected from models in which a hierarchically folded large-scale chromatin fiber uncoiled to a lower level of compaction ( Figure 1D ).
Our imaging results, instead, favor the adjacent replication factory model ( Figure 1C ) in which DNA segments, tens of kilobases in size, move smaller distances from within condensed large-scale chromatin fibers into discrete replication foci immediately adjacent to and/or within these fibers. No new fiber formation or change in overall compaction accompanies DNA replication of these PDC loci, implying that this newly synthesized DNA must exit these replication foci back into the same large-scale chromatin fiber following their replication. 
(legend continued on next page)
This ''dynamic chromatin plasticity'' replication model would require a relatively disordered, dynamic internal structure for these large-scale chromatin fibers, very different from previously proposed hierarchical folding models [14, 15] , but in line with conclusions drawn from the analysis of lac operator repeat pairing within BAC (bacterial artificial chromosome) transgene tandem arrays [18] . To test this dynamic chromatin plasticity model, we visualized newly replicated DNA of endogenous chromosomes. Preliminary experiments in CHO cells showed that newly replicated DNA exits replication foci after an 9-min pulse. We adjusted EdU labeling conditions until we established significantly improved EdU labeling conditions with an effective pulse duration of 9 min.
We determined the effective pulse duration by measuring how long the EdU total incorporation per nucleus continued to increase after a pulse and then chase. We measured total EdU fluorescence per nucleus using either deconvolution light microscopy (''image analysis''; Figures 2A and 2B) or flow cytometry. A constant EdU concentration produced a linear increase versus time in EdU incorporation ( Figure 2A) . In CHO cells, EdU incorporation plateaued 9 min after a 30-s pulse of 10 mM EdU (Figure 2B ). This 9-min effective pulse duration in CHO cells is consistent with the time required for EdU cytosolic concentrations, measured by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectroscopy (LC-MS/MS), to decrease substantially after the same 30-s, 10-mM EdU pulse ( Figure 2C) .
Changes in the size or shape of the EdU foci after a 9-min chase, therefore, represent conformational changes rather than new EdU incorporation. The EdU signal co-localized with PCNA immunostaining with short pulse times of 8 min or less, as visualized by 3D SIM (structured illumination microscopy) super-resolution light microscopy ( Figure 2D ). Newly labeled DNA, still organized in punctate foci, shows increasing separation from partially overlapping PCNA foci from 9-to 18-min chase times (Figures 2D and 2E; Figures S3A and S3B) . Separation between EdU and PCNA foci is also apparent from the progressive drop in the Manders' overlap coefficient [19] , measuring the proportion of EdU image signal overlapping with GFP-PCNA signal ( Figure S3D ). By 36-60 min of chase, newly labeled DNA has expanded noticeably from small punctate foci to larger, elongated fiber-like segments that are largely nonoverlapping with adjacent PCNA foci ( Figure 2E ; Figure S3C ). These adjacent PCNA foci likely represent some combination of old and new replication foci from what existed at the time of the EdU pulse, with the proportion of new replication foci increasing with increasing chase time. The appearance of GFP-PCNA foci adjacent to EdU fiber-like signals after a long (1-hr) pulse suggests that new GFP-PCNA foci may form and replicate additional replicon clusters contained within the same large-scale chromatin fiber, consistent with our live-cell imaging showing replication foci appearing and disappearing at different locations on the periphery of the same mCherry-LacI foci (Figure 1I; Figures S2B, S2D, and S2H ). Both sets of observations suggest the intermingling of neighboring replicon clusters with asynchronous replication timing, each several hundred kilobases in size, within the same chromonema fiber segment. Our results do not distinguish between random firing of replicon clusters along a chromonema fiber segment versus a domino model [20] , in which completion of replication in one replication focus triggers the initiation of replication in a neighboring new replication focus. Our results do exclude a model involving a continuous progression in replication timing along the length of a chromonema fiber.
This transition from small, punctate EdU foci overlapping with PCNA foci to larger, elongated, fiber-like segments adjacent to PCNA foci is paralleled by an increase in the co-localization of EdU with DAPI-dense regions ( Figure 2E ). After a 36-to 60-min chase, the EdU signal largely overlaps bright DAPI-stained regions, while PCNA foci lie on the periphery or adjacent to these DAPI and EdU bright regions, like the distribution of GFP-PCNA foci adjacent to the PDC chromosome loci visualized in live cells.
These results strongly support the adjacent replication factory model ( Figure 1C) , in which DNA moves into replication foci lying immediately adjacent to or overlapping with large-scale chromatin domains, replicates, and then moves back into and spreads within these large-scale chromatin domains with increasing chase time. We suggest that poorer temporal resolution due to continued nucleotide incorporation after traditional pulse-chase experiments have led, instead, to the replicationin-place models proposed in previous studies [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Indeed, earlier experiments of ours in human HT1080 fibroblasts had also suggested a ''replication-in-place'' model for DNA replication. Using traditional pulse-chase conditions, SIM images showed abundant short, fiber-like segments of EdU incorporation after 10-mM EdU pulses for 20-40 min (data not shown). We subsequently determined that separation of DNA from replication foci in HT1080 cells occurs within 6 min. In HT1080 cells, we used a 10-s, 40-mM EdU exposure to create an effective pulse time of 6 min ( Figures 2F-2H ).
Using these modified pulse-chase conditions, we observed a faster but otherwise similar transition, as seen in CHO cells. Punctate EdU incorporation extensively overlapped PCNA foci after a 3-to 6-min chase ( Figure 2I ). EdU incorporation began to separate from PCNA foci at later times, changing to larger, fiber-like segments of EdU incorporation adjacent to PCNA foci (E and J) EdU signals (red) versus GFP-PCNA foci (green) and DAPI (blue) after chase times of 9 min, 18 min, 36 min, and 1 hr in CHO cells (E) or 6 min, 12 min, 18 min, and 36 min in HT1080 cells (J). DNA (blue) colocalizes with GFP-PCNA (green) foci at 9 min (CHO) or 6 min (HT1080), is still compact in shape but has largely separated from GFP-PCNA foci by 18 min (CHO) or 12 min (HT1080), and has spread out within DAPI-dense regions at 36 min (CHO) or 18 min (HT1080), with spreading continuing through to 1 hr (CHO) or 36 min (HT1080). Longer chase times yield an increased colocalization of EdU signal (red outlines) with DAPIrich regions, while PCNA foci (green outlines) remain over DAPI-poor regions. EdU area increases in CHO cells (E) from a 9-min to a 1-hr chase time and from a 6-min to a 36-min chase time in HT1080 cells (J). Panels (below) show the enlargements of the regions highlighted in square white boxes (top). Scale bars, 5 mm (top row) and 1 mm (bottom row). Error bars in (A), (B), (F) , and (G) indicate the SD of nuclear fluorescence intensity among 20-30 sampled nuclei. See also Figure S3 .
after an 18-to 36-min chase ( Figure 2J; Figures S3E-S3H) . PCNA foci are smaller and more closely spaced in HT1080 cells (mean separation, 0.27 mm) than in CHO cells (mean separation, 0.50 mm). Using traditional pulse durations of 20-40 min, EdU incorporation from adjacent replication foci, instead, would merge into labeled fiber segments.
To confirm our light microscopy observations, we used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to visualize EdU spreading after a pulse-chase in CHO cells. After a 9-min chase, immunogold staining shows EdU incorporation in small foci lying over, or at the immediate periphery of, large-scale chromatin domains ( Figures 3A and 3B) . After a 36-min chase, this EdU incorporation spreads throughout large-scale chromatin fiber segments (Figures 3C and 3D ).
We were unable to achieve adequate immunogold visualization of EdU incorporation in HT-1080 cells using the 6-min ''effective'' pulse conditions described earlier for SIM visualization. However, we were able to visualize EdU incorporation by immunogold labeling using traditional 15-min EdU pulse labeling ( Figure S4 ). Using these conditions, EdU immunogold staining revealed small foci of EdU incorporation centered over largescale chromatin structures after a 15-min pulse ( Figure S4F ). Correlative light electron microscopy (CLEM) showed the alignment of these small, closely spaced foci into linear patterns, giving rise to the fiber-like appearance ( Figures S4B and S4D) . After 1-to 3-hr chase times, this EdU incorporation coalesced into more obvious fiber-like regions ( Figures S4A, S4C, S4E , and S4G). Thus, our immunogold visualization of EdU incorporation in HT1080 cells also supports our dynamic plasticity model in which DNA replicated in small foci spreads out after replication throughout large-scale chromatin fibers.
In summary, our SIM and TEM pulse-chase labeling, combined with our live imaging results, lead to a dynamic chromatin plasticity model for DNA replication within the context of largescale chromatin compaction. Traditional effective pulse times of tens of minutes would have suggested a replication-in-place model ( Figure 4A ). In contrast, our improved pulse-chase conditions reveal how DNA from multiple replicons contained within a common large-scale chromatin domain or fiber must move into and concentrate in replication foci that lie adjacent to this domain or fiber ( Figure 4B, upper left) . Newly replicated DNA then exits these foci, returning into and spreading throughout these large-scale chromatin structures without any major global large-scale chromatin decondensation accompanying the DNA replication of these regions ( Figure 4B ; arrows indicate order of increasing chase time).
These results also confirm the folding of most DNA, including early replicating, gene-rich, euchromatic chromosomal regions, into large-scale chromatin fibers in CHO and HT1080 cells. We had previously inferred this from our studies of transcriptionally active multi-copy BAC transgenes [10] , but our present results now demonstrate this for endogenous chromosomes.
Our dynamic chromatin plasticity model has several potential biological implications. First, it explains how DNA replication, executed by large, macromolecular complexes, can occur in the context of highly condensed, large-scale chromatin organization. Second, our model suggests a speculative model for inheritance of distinct epigenetic states over large chromatin domains such as TADs [21] [22] [23] [24] , LOCKs [25] , and LADs [26, 27] . Our results show that newly replicated DNA near newly activated origins would still be within replication foci within 6-9 min after replication, depending on the cell line ( Figure 4C , upper left panel). At later times, replicated DNA would begin dispersing throughout condensed large-scale chromatin domains (Figure 4C ; arrows show progression over time), thus becoming surrounded by unreplicated chromatin still containing its full repertoire of epigenetic marks and chromatin-modifying machinery. Close contact with this unreplicated DNA would then facilitate duplication of similar marks over the newly replicated DNA ( Figure 4C ). The estimated 30-to 180-min lifetime of individual replication foci [12] would allow sufficient time, first for the transfer of these epigenetic marks from the unreplicated DNA to the earliest replicating DNA and then for the repeated transfer of these epigenetic marks from this newly replicated DNA to the last DNA to replicate within the chromatin domain. Moreover, DNA from several neighboring clusters of replicons, each cluster replicating at slightly different times in different PCNA foci, might physically intermingle through this dynamic plasticity behavior within the same large-scale chromatin fiber segment, extending the time even further for inheritance of chromatin domain epigenetic memory. Finally, our dynamic plasticity model suggests how long-range DNA looping can occur within the context of large-scale chromatin domains or fibers, possibly reconciling predictions of extensive long-range looping from 3C (chromosome conformation capture) experiments with the observations of extended chromonema fibers visualized by microscopy.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
More detailed experimental procedures are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Briefly, CHO DG44 derivatives, CHO-K1, and HT-1080 cells were grown using standard protocols for these cells. Live imaging was conducted using cell clones stably expressing EGFP-PCNA and mCherry-LacI using an Applied Precision OMX V3 microscope with EMCCD cameras and short exposures to minimize phototoxicity. Click-iT (Invitrogen) labeling of EdU with Alexa Fluor 488 or Alexa Fluor 594 followed the manufacturer's suggested procedure. Anti-PCNA staining used mouse monoclonal anti-PCNA PC-10 (Abcam) primary antibody at 1:2,000 dilution and Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG (immunoglobulin G) secondary antibody (Life Technologies) at 1:1,000 dilution. Cell synchronization used a mitotic shakeoff followed by a hydroxyurea (HU) late G1/early S phase block followed by release for PDC cells; an isoleucine minus G0 block followed by a HU block and then release for CHO-K1 cells; and a double-thymidine block for HT1080 cells. Immunogold pre-embedding labeling used EdU Click-iT labeling with Alexa Fluor 488-azide, an anti-Alexa Fluor 488 primary antibody (1:1,000), and a secondary goat anti-mouse Nanogold-coupled Fab' (Nanoprobes). SIM imaging was conducted using an Applied Precision OMX V3 (Figure 2 ; Figure S3 ) or a Nikon N-SIM microscope ( Figure S4) ; deconvolution wide-field microscopy was conducted using an Applied Precision Personal Deltavision.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes four figures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi. org/10.1016/j.cub.2016.07.020.
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X.D. created stable PDC cell lines expressing fluorescent proteins, carried out live-cell microscopy, determined effective pulse conditions for pulse-chase experiments, and carried out pulse-chase experiments using light microscopy. (A) Traditional labeled-nucleotide pulse times of tens of minutes will result in the labeling (red) of both replication foci (bumps on edge of fiber) and adjacent large-scale chromatin fibers or domains (gray). The predicted invariance of this labeling pattern with additional chase time would be interpreted as consistent with a replication-in-place model. (B) Using shorter effective pulse times will result in labeling (red), first over replication foci (upper left) adjacent to large-scale chromatin fiber or domain (gray), followed by exit of labeled DNA out of the replication foci into the largescale chromatin fiber. With increasing chase times (arrows), a constant amount of labeled DNA will spread out within the large-scale chromatin fiber (pink). (C) Model for epigenetic inheritance of marks over large chromatin domains: newly replicated DNA (red, upper left corner) in replicated foci will incorporate new histones. With the chase out of replication foci into large-scale chromatin fiber, newly replicated DNA, as it inserts into the large-scale chromatin fiber or domain, will now accumulate new marks through contact with surrounding, not-yet-replicated chromatin with distinctive epigenetic marks and the machinery for writing these marks (blue). If this acquisition of new marks (red to purple to blue transition) occurs sufficiently fast, the last replicating DNA in each replicon will reinsert into large-scale chromatin domains after earlier replicated regions of these replicons have assumed these marks and the machinery for writing these marks.
